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This novel of awesome beauty and power is a moving saga about people, relationships, and the

boundaries of love. Through Jean M. Auelâ€™s magnificent storytelling we are taken back to the

dawn of modern humans, and with a girl named Ayla we are swept up in the harsh and beautiful Ice

Age world they shared with the ones who called themselves the Clan of the Cave Bear.A natural

disaster leaves the young girl wandering alone in an unfamiliar and dangerous land until she is

found by a woman of the Clan, people very different from her own kind. To them, blonde, blue-eyed

Ayla looks peculiar and uglyâ€•she is one of the Others, those who have moved into their ancient

homeland; but Iza cannot leave the girl to die and takes her with them. Iza and Creb, the old

Mog-ur, grow to love her, and as Ayla learns the ways of the Clan and Izaâ€™s way of healing, most

come to accept her. But the brutal and proud youth who is destined to become their next leader

sees her differences as a threat to his authority. He develops a deep and abiding hatred for the

strange girl of the Others who lives in their midst, and is determined to get his revenge.First in the

acclaimed Earthâ€™s ChildrenÂ® series
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This amazing book remains one of my favorites ever. This might sound 'sappy', but it's true! With

beautiful writing, a well-researched setting, an engrossing plot, and lovable, if debatably human,

characters, what more could one ask for in a novel? I normally read fantasy, and this exotic, nearly

made-up setting sometimes qualifies at that -- but this is simply better than just about every fantasy

novel out there!Set in Ice Age Asia, this chronicles the life of a woman named Ayla. It begins with



her as a young child, orphaned, who is adopted into a clan of Neandertals. Just about every novel

I've read including Neandertals has them act human -- but these people are individual and

distinguished from their Cro-Magnon contemporaries, without acting in the slightest like caveman

savages. Jean Auel explains their larger brain mass, factoring it into the personality of the members

of the 'Clan of the Cave Bear' (describing all of this race, not merely the clan Ayla is adopted

into).The young Ayla is different from the Clan people -- while not exactly 'smarter', she is far more

creative. Not only that, but she's a tomboy. She defies Clan tradition by acting male -- something

Clan females would never have considered. Yet the Clan members are no less special for their

traditional actions. Iza, the clan medicine woman, and Creb ( a 'mog-ur', or shaman), are wonderful

characters. And Ayla is amazing, throughout her life in the book.Giving away the plot in this would

be pointless. But "The Clan of the Cave Bear" -did- make me cry at the end. I don't see how anyone

couldn't cry. I've cried at it every time I've read it. It's just that beautiful.I'd definitely recommend this

book to anyone. If you haven't already ordered this...do so! It's great.
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